
Chapter 13

There is a set of Pikachu-shaped children’s pajamas given by the manufacturer 
when she was working part-time.
It was easier for Daniel, as her brother left some clothes with her.
After recognizing her biological parents, Selena felt sorry for her adoptive parents 
and felt ashamed to face them, so she seldom contacted them, and only had some 
contact with her younger brother Tang Nuo.
After looking for clothes, Selena went to the room to get a new quilt and pillow for 
Daniel.
The sofa in the living room was not big enough for Daniel’s long legs, so she had to
move a stool to lengthen it.
Little Treasure was quite worry-free. He took a shower by himself, put on his cute 
pajamas, and lay down on the bed spontaneously.
After taking a shower, Selena changed into more conservative two-piece pajamas, 
and went out after making sure that there was nothing inappropriate about her.
“Then…Mr. Lu, I’m going to bed first, call me if you need anything.”
“Yeah.” Looking at Selena who had just finished taking a bath, Daniel’s eyes lost 
focus for a moment, and then the darkness at the bottom of his eyes filled the sky.
The girl’s hair was tied into a ball head, and she was wearing the most common 
two-piece pajamas. No makeup was applied on her face, and her fat jade-like skin 
had a natural blush after steaming.
It could be seen that Selena deliberately avoided suspicion, there was nothing 
wrong with her image.
But Daniel’s heart at this moment was a little hard to describe because he found 
that a certain part of his body had a slight tendency to raise his head.
…

After Selena entered the bedroom, she suddenly saw a cute little creature on her 
bed, expressing that she was in a strange mood.
Since last night, many things have developed beyond her expectations.
“Go to sleep.” She lay down next to Rick, turned off the headlights, and left a 
bedside lamp.
The little bun blinked his eyes, not showing the slightest intention of going to sleep.
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Selena started to have a headache again.
It seems that children are told stories to coax them to sleep…
Selena spread her hands helplessly, “I don’t know how to tell stories, how about I 
sing you a song?”
The little bun nodded, looking expectant.
So Selena patted Rick’s back lightly, and sang softly:
“Half cold, half warm autumn
Ironing by your side
Quietly watching the streamer flying
Red leaves in the wind
arouse heart
between half-drunk and half awake
Hold back the smile
just let me be like snow in the clouds
Gently k!ss the face with ice
Bring out waves of lingering
How much love is left in the world
Welcoming the Floating Life and Thousand Changes
…”

Selena got stuck at this point, because the next line was “do happy things with a 
lover”…
What the hell, these lyrics seem a bit inappropriate for children.
Let’s change it…
“Hey, Auntie won’t sing anymore, Auntie will change one for you!”
Rick nodded obediently.
Selena racked her brains and changed to a safer nursery rhyme: “There is a little 
frog in the happy pond, it dances as if it is possessed by a prince, its cool eyes are 
more beautiful than any frog, one day It will be awakened by the princess, I believe 
that the miracle is in me, and I will grow with confidence with you…”
After singing Little Leaping Frog three times, the sound of sweet breathing finally 
came from the side.
It’s not easy having kids!
Suddenly, he admired Daniel as a single father.



I don’t know who Rick’s mother is, why did she not stay with Daniel after giving 
birth to Rick?
The Lu family doesn’t accept it because of their low status.
Or is there some unknown entanglement with Daniel?
Amidst such wild thoughts, Selena also gradually fell asleep…
After sleeping until midnight, Selena was awakened by a muffled noise from the 
living room.
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